Introduction
Health information systems (HIS) refer to computer based information systems (i.e., software and hardware) used in healthcare settings [1] . HIS were initially developed for patient care and administrative purposes, but are now being gradually extended to different areas of healthcare planning [2] . With the continuously growing amount of digital data, treatment planning relies more and more on software solutions. At the same time, the effectiveness and efficiency of those software solutions depend on whether they can successfully combine the physicians' expertise with the computing power, and whether they fit well into the clinical workflow. Among the ongoing research activities for improving HIS, there is an increased interest in supporting physicians' cognition while they are performing clinical tasks. This indicates the growing role and the importance of cognitive science within HIS design [3] . However, many of current solutions only offer limited support to typical cognitive tasks in the clinical domain, such as decision making and prevention of medical errors [4] .
Background
Sensemaking is the process of creating an understanding of a concept, knowledge, situation, problem or work task, often to inform an action. It is a prerequisite for problem solving and decision making [5] as such: ''better understanding of human sensemaking processes is critical for understanding how information processed through information systems is appropriated by human users and converted into knowledge and resulting action and performance" [6] . In general, sensemaking can be seen as the process of searching for a frame (also referred to as knowledge, a mental model, a representation, or a structure) and encoding data into that frame to answer task specific questions [7] . Throughout a task, one is ''facing gaps, building bridges across those gaps, evaluating outcomes and moving on" [8] . Furthermore, the interplay between frames and data is bidirectional as ''frames shape and define the relevant data, and data mandate that frames change in nontrivial ways" [9] .
Most sensemaking models consist of loops or cycles, which indicates that sensemaking is generally seen as an iterative process. This process usually starts from a goal, and takes place through the use of data, to build and update the frames iteratively until one has reached a satisfactory outcome. Furthermore, gaps (i.e., discrepancies between data and frame, or between frames) are typically seen as the triggers behind the sensemaking activities. The driving force for the sensemaking activities is to explain the gaps, resulting in updating the frames or data. As such, in a broad understanding, sensemaking connects the data and frame through a series of sensemaking activities (i.e., sensemaking loops) to build and update the frame according to a specific task goal as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Sensemaking theories have been developed for having a better understanding of the cognitive process mainly in four fields [10] : Human-Computer Interaction [7] ; Cognitive Systems Engineering [9, 11] ; Organizational Communication [12] and Library and Information Science [8] . In the past decade, research activities regarding understanding sensemaking process and applying sensemaking theory in different fields has been increasing. For instance, Russel et al. held two workshops on sensemaking at two consecutive Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI 2008 [13] and CHI 2009 [14] ). Such an increase of interest can be accredited to multiple factors: the explosion of information in the Web; the increased number of projects in library and information sciences; the needs to help people make sense of the multitude information resources available and in response to the growing interests from various funding agencies in improving homeland security, emergency response, and intelligence analysis [15] .
The concept of information foraging, consisting of information seeking, gathering, and consumption [16] , is closely associated to sensemaking. For instance, Pirolli and Card [17] developed a notional sensemaking model that described intelligence analysis process. This model consisted of both foraging loops and sensemaking loops. Depending on the sensemaking theory, information seeking can be seen as a part of or strongly coupled to sensemaking. As such, research on information seeking behavior can bring relevant insights for comprehending sensemaking. For instance, Kannampallil et al. [18] observed that the information seeking process was exploratory and iterative, and it was driven by the maximized information gain from information sources. Such a view of information seeking is very similar to sensemaking, which can be seen as an iterative information processing task, during which one attempts to reduce the cost of operations [7] .
In the research area of applying sensemaking in the healthcare context, Mamykina et al. [19] developed a theoretical sensemaking framework in a study of chronic disease (diabetes) management. Such a sensemaking based framework can be used as a new analytical lens that could enrich the existing scholarship and suggest new directions for research and for the design of technological interventions. Sensemaking approaches can also be beneficial in shaping and framing research about HIS [20] . Besides, collaborative sensemaking had been applied in hospital emergency department setting [21] , nursing [22] , and online health forums [23] . Other specific areas of collaborative sensemaking that have been investigated are: team collaboration [24, 25] , handoffs [26] , etc.
Although there is a range of sensemaking models available in different domains and contexts, most of them focus on describing and explaining the sensemaking process. Literature review indicates that few studies systematically used sensemaking models to identify requirements for HIS, or more specifically to describe how to support the design of software for HIS from the sensemaking perspective. In many cases, HIS designers have to use their intuition and experience to interpret and apply the theoretical sensemaking in the HIS software design, thus it is difficult to keep a holistic view of sensemaking process of a given task as well as to extract detailed design requirements from sensemaking for each step of the task.
Research approach
The aim of this paper is to introduce an approach that uses a (contextualized) sensemaking model to support interaction design of HIS software. Using a case study of tumor contouring task for radiotherapy treatment planning, we formulate the proposed approach in two steps ( Fig. 2 ): (1) using sensemaking theory and contextual knowledge to develop a contextualized sensemaking (C-SM) model. This model gives designers a holistic view of sensemaking process as well as a deeper understanding of different moments that sensemaking takes place while the user uses a software solution for a given task; (2) analyzing the software interactions (patterns) using this C-SM model in order to generate detailed insights of the sensemaking process and to identify requirements for the design.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, based on observational research studies of the complicated tumor contouring task, the context of this task and the generalized sensemaking model from the literature, we developed the C-SM model. In Section 3, we present a case study where different navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns were mapped to the developed C-SM model. The sensemaking and design insights obtained by incorporating the C-SM model into the analysis of navigation interactions and interaction sequence Fig. 1 . A generalized sensemaking model. The frame represents a cognitive structure of a concept, knowledge, etc. Data is being iteratively fitted to the frame through the sensemaking until the task goal is achieved to a satisfactory level. patterns are presented in Section 4. Finally, the outcomes and the proposed approach are discussed in Section 5.
Modeling sensemaking in the context
In this section, based on the previously described generalized sensemaking model, we develop the C-SM model by incorporating contextual knowledge regarding the task, its clinical context, and the software interactions which are crucial for completing the task. The aim of the C-SM model is to identify the relations between the task process and the interactions with the software throughout the sensemaking process.
The task -tumor contouring for radiotherapy planning
Radiotherapy is a medical treatment against cancer, during which a high dose of radiation is delivered to the tumor while attempting to spare the normal tissue. Since tumors are within the human body, medical images (e.g., Computed Tomography (CT) scans or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans) are usually the primary data source for the treatment planning. These images, which represent (part of) the three-dimensional (3D) human body, are presented on the computer screen as a set of 2D images (i.e., slices). In radiotherapy treatment planning, physicians navigate through these 2D images to construct the mental 3D model of the anatomy [27] for different tasks.
Radiotherapy treatment planning has a complex interdisciplinary workflow that involves multiple clinicians (e.g., radiologists, radiation oncologists, medical physicists) and a series of tasks (e.g., medical image acquisition, radiation dose plan validation). This procedure usually takes several days, and often multiple software solutions are used [28] . Once a patient has been diagnosed with cancer and radiotherapy has been advised as (part of) the treatment, multiple modalities of medical images are acquired (e.g., CT, MRI, etc.). Each imaging modality provides unique clinical information relevant for the treatment planning. Images from different modalities are then co-registered in the same coordinate space to allow easier extrapolation of information at the same location. This is followed by one of the critical tasks that significantly influences the outcomes of the treatment -identifying the location and the shape of the tumor (i.e., the contouring task). This is achieved by drawing 2D contours on each relevant slice. A set of these drawn 2D contours represents a 3D volume of a certain aspect of the tumor. In the radiotherapy planning, different types of volumes are needed and one of the important volumes, Gross Tumor Volume (GTV), represents the macroscopic spread of the tumor (i.e., what can be seen as tumorous tissues with naked eye) [29] . Other volumes are then identified based on the GTV by incorporating medical knowledge regarding the expected tumor spread (i.e., the non-visible tumor), and uncertainties of the treatment delivery (e.g., possible movements of the patient). Once all the relevant volumes are contoured and validated, physicians may start radiation dose planning and validation.
The advancements of technology in the past decades have made it possible to deliver the radiation to very complex shapes [30] . Therefore, accurately identifying all the relevant volumes is critical for an optimal treatment. However, tumor contouring is considered to be the weakest link in radiotherapy planning [31] , and large interobserver variabilities among physicians have been identified in several case studies (e.g., Fig. 3 ). For example, in a study of contouring the GTV of a Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM, a very aggressive type of primary brain tumor), the average relative standard deviation (standard deviation over the mean) of the Dice-Jacaard coefficient of the GTV varied from 0.39 to 0.64 for nine cases [32] . This indicated a high interobserver variability among physicians, thus the final treatment plan highly depends on the judgement of individual physicians.
The contouring task is cognitively demanding as there are multiple variables that the physicians need to take into consideration [33] . The main challenge of the physicians is to distinguish between the tumorous tissues and the normal tissues. The boundaries of the tumor on the medical images are often not clear, thus the physician needs to obtain and synthesize additional data in combination with their knowledge and experience in order to reach a decision. The additional data can be either from the neighboring 2D images, or from other medical image datasets in different modalities. Besides, the treatment details (e.g., palliative or curative treatment, influence of chemotherapy), and tumor characteristics (e.g., proximity to organs at risk, level of infiltration) may influence the reasoning as well. In this cognitively demanding process, sensemaking can be seen as the underlying process that the physicians are engaged while contouring the GTV, and through which they try to overcome the complexity and uncertainties in order to complete the task. As such, having a better understanding of the sensemaking process could enable reaching a better design of the software solution used for the contouring task. 
Phases of the task
Task phases (stages) have an impact on the types of sources used, judgement of relevance and information search strategies [34] . To acquire the contextual knowledge, besides literature studies, we conducted observational research studies at Department for Radiation Oncology, University Medical Center Freiburg, Germany and Département de Radiothérapie, Institut Claudius-Regaud, Institut Universitaire du Cancer de Toulouse-Oncopole, France. In the one-week long research, we interviewed five physicians and observed more than five tumor contouring tasks that were completed using different software solutions. Such observational research helped the study in: (1) understanding the workflow and the relations among different tasks in the workflow; (2) familiarizing with the context of the GTV contouring task and (3) generating a qualitative description of the task.
Through the observational research study and workflow analysis [28] , three main task phases -named the familiarization phase, the action phase and the evaluation phase -were identified in the GTV contouring process as shown in Fig. 4 . In the familiarization phase, the physician becomes familiar with the task and the data, and identifies the gaps between data and frames. During the action phase the physician is engaged in the interactions that directly contribute to the task completion (e.g., contouring, navigating). In the evaluation phase, the physician evaluates the outcomes (i.e., contours) against the information perceived from the medical images and his/her medical knowledge. The gap identification during this phase can be either hypothesis based (based on knowledge) or data based (based on what is seen). When a gap is identified, the physician returns to the action phase to make the necessary corrections. The boundaries among different task phases are fuzzy and the sequence of them is not always linear. The familiarization phase occurs mostly at the beginning of the task. Additional rapid familiarizations may take place when the physician performs the action or evaluates results (e.g., data modification or presentation change). However, this type of familiarization is more related to visual perception than to specific software interactions. The action phase can be determined based on the interactions which are performed to directly support the goal of the task. The evaluation phase is often intertwined with the action phase. For instance, in the evaluation, when the physician identifies a discrepancy between the contour and the image, he/she usually corrects the contour immediately (i.e., perform actions) and then continues with evaluation.
The C-SM model of the task
In order to develop a sensemaking model suitable for describing the context of tumor contouring, the generalized sensemaking model described in Fig. 1 was extended and adapted to the software's use context first. Here, the model developed by Zhang and Soergel [5] was partly adopted as it describes individual sensemaking while incorporating ideas from learning and cognition. In their model, they identified seven key sensemaking activities: task analysis, identification of gaps (data or frame), information (data or frame) seeking (exploratory or focused), building frames, fitting data into frames, updating frames, and preparing task output as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Identification of gaps (data gap or frame gap) is seen as the central activity of sensemaking. After the gap is identified, information seeking activities take place to find a data or frame that bridges the gap. The gap bridging activities take place through building frame and fitting data into frame in symbiosis. Throughout this process, one is updating frame (i.e., knowledge) and preparing task output. The task output is generated by updating the data. When the sensemaking is taking place through the use of software, the information seeking from data and generating task output is achieved through software interactions. At the same time, all the data is presented on the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and perceived based on this presentation.
Based on the identified GTV contouring task phases (as illustrated in Fig. 4 ) and the generalized sensemaking model in the context of software use (as shown in Fig. 5 ), the C-SM model could be generated. First, the types of context specific frames were identified. Then, the primary connection points with the software solution (i.e., the GUI and the types of software interactions) were identified and positioned within the three task phases that were described in Section 2.2. The resulting C-SM model is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
During tumor contouring, the frames involved represent primarily instances of a general tumor frame as the parallelogram at the top of Fig. 6 . The general tumor frame represents the physician's knowledge, clinical experience, expectations of the tumor and it is iteratively updated throughout each sensemaking iteration. For each case, an initial frame is generated based on the data of the case. Throughout the task, this initial frame gradually evolves towards a specific frame through a series of sensemaking activities.
The sensemaking process results in seeking for a frame, updating the frame, or in an intent for performing interactions with the software solution. The interaction with the software is achieved by using a mouse, a keyboard, etc. Once the input is given to the software, the results can be perceived through the GUI. The primary software interactions during the contouring task are for navigation, data manipulation and contouring. Through these interactions the data or its presentation is changed, allowing the physician to view and evaluate the outcome on the GUI for continuing with the sensemaking process. The primary output of the GTV contouring task is the contour (stored digitally as data) that represents the specific frame in an externalized form. 
The case study
In order to gain a deep understanding of the sensemaking process and to get detailed information about the software interactions involved in the process, a case study of GTV contouring of the GBM tumor was conducted. The GTV contouring task was chosen for the study for two reasons: (1) the GTV is used as a basis for generating other volumes in radiotherapy treatment planning and (2) the task is cognitively challenging by nature as described in Section 2.1. This section describes the setup of the case study, the materials and methods used in the study, and the detailed overview of the software interactions. The outcomes of the analysis of the software interactions through the C-SM model are described in Section 4.
Materials and methods

The prototype
The case study was conducted with a software prototype ( Fig. 7 ) which was a modified and extended version of an existing contouring research software [35] . For each GTV contouring task, eight image datasets of a patient, which were in different modalities or acquired in different time during the treatment preparation, were provided. They were: (1) pre-surgery MRI T1-weighted (MRI T1);
(2) pre-surgery MRI T1-weighted Contrast Enhanced (MRI T1-CE); (3) pre-surgery MRI FLAIR; (4) radiotherapy treatment planning CT; (5) radiotherapy treatment planning MRI T1; (6) radiotherapy treatment planning MRI T1-CE; (7) radiotherapy treatment planning MRI T2-weighted and (8) radiotherapy treatment planning MRI FLAIR. Prior to the experiment, these eight image datasets were registered to the same coordinate system.
The GUI of the prototype consisted of the tools area (top region) and images area (middle to bottom region, axial views of all datasets of a patient were provided). Within the prototype, physicians could perform interactions on any of the available eight image datasets. The goal of the GTV contouring task is to contour the visible border of the tumor on all the relevant slices. This was supported by the navigation, data manipulation, and contouring interactions (see Table 1 ). Throughout the task, all interactions with the images were automatically synchronized (i.e., duplicated) to all datasets. For instance, when the physician scrolled to a slice on one of the datasets, the corresponding slices of other visible datasets were presented; if the physician was drawing a contour on one dataset, this contour would immediately appear on all visible datasets at the same location.
Participants and the setup of the study
The study was conducted in Department for Radiation Oncology, University Medical Center Freiburg, Germany and Département de Radiothérapie, Institut Claudius-Regaud, Institut Universitaire du Cancer de Toulouse-Oncopole, France. The participants were recruited by senior physicians, resulting in three and five participants from the two hospitals, respectively. The clinical experience of the participants varied: four of them were medical residents, and four were attending oncologists. In each hospital, the study period was a week to accommodate unpredictable clinical tasks. No financial reward was given to the participants.
During the study, the participants were given a task to use the prototype to contour the GTV of GBM which ''consists of the resection cavity and any residual contrast enhancing tumor". This was in accordance to the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) guideline, which states that ''GTV delineation should be based on the resection cavity (if present) plus any residual enhancing tumor on contrast-enhanced T1 weighted MRI, without inclusion of peri-tumoural edema" [36] . Three patient datasets were chosen for the study. These three datasets had been assigned a subjective ranking of difficulty by a senior physician prior to the study: one easy, one medium and one difficult case. Before the study tasks, the participants were given a training session in which they were also allowed to freely explore the software on another sample dataset. Ethical approval for using patient data for research purposes was obtained prior to the study. All physicians participating in the study were informed about the details of the study and signed informed consent forms as well.
In the study, the software prototype was installed and run on a laptop. The display of the laptop was mirrored to a 22-in. monitor, which was the screen size that physicians were familiar with. As input devices, a mouse and a keyboard (with a local language layout) were provided to the physicians. The sequence of GTV contouring tasks of the three patient datasets varied among the participants, in total six possible permutations with no more than two participants for each. Each of the eight physicians contoured three datasets, respectively, resulting in twenty-four cases. The researcher conducting the study was observing the task progress. Necessary help for the software use was provided under the requests of physicians.
Data analysis methods
The prototype logged mouse and keyboard (i.e., physical) events together with the relevant contextual metadata, e.g., timestamp, the type of the interaction, the duration, the dataset that the physician interacted with, and the slice number, in a log file for later analysis. The log files were then parsed in order to extract the user interactions based on the metadata. For instance, the drawing interaction consisted of a series of mouse-down, mouse-move, and mouse-up events. The periods of no logged physical events were assumed to be cognitive events. These cognitive events, which took place between different interactions, were included within the preceding interaction, resulting in a continuous flow of interactions. For each interaction, relative duration (duration as a percentage of overall task completion duration) was calculated and summed per case as Summed Relative Duration (SRD).
Exploring the details of user interactions allows to bring connections to the reasoning behind [37] . To enable this, a visual interaction log exploration tool was developed based on JavaScript and D3.js (http://d3js.org) [38] . The tool enabled interactively exploring interactions of each case as two timeline views: (1) Interaction sequences overview and (2) Interactions on slices overview, as shown in Fig. 8 . The first view, where each interaction was visualized on its own ''lane", allowed researchers to identify switches between two consecutive interactions. The second view, where each interaction was displayed in relation to the slice where it occurred, allowed researchers to explore the relations between interactions and their relations to the slices.
A navigation interaction or an interaction sequence pattern, representing re-occurring user behavior while using a software solution, carries higher level of meaning than individual interactions. Based on the observed transitions from one interaction to another or from one slice to another in the two visualizations, different types of navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns were identified. In the process, special attention was paid to situations where the data presented on the GUI changed, as they potentially indicated a change in the sensemaking process. In detail, the labeling of users' interactions was an iterative process as shown in Fig. 9 . The first step was to explore the data for identifying the types of navigation interactions and the interaction sequence patterns and defining the corresponding rules. Then, those rules were programmatically applied to all of the data, and interactions matching the rules were labeled correspondingly. The labeled interactions' data was also presented in a tabular format, so that the correctness of the labeling could be validated. The pattern verification was carried out by two researchers with:
(1) the interaction sequence overview; (2) the interactions on slices overview; (3) the tabular labeled interaction data and (4) the rules of different types of navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns. Each of them individually checked the labeled interaction data and added, corrected or removed the labeling of a possible type of navigation interactions or interaction sequence patterns according to their preferences. Subsequently an inter-rater reliability study was conducted to verify the findings. In the case of disagreements, two researchers went back to previous steps to understand the discrepancy in the data and/or to identify possible new rules. The whole process iterated until a satisfied result was obtained. The periods of task phases were marked for each case based on the occurring interactions. The familiarization phase could be identified as one continuous period, while the action and the evaluation phases were alternating. Familiarization phase was defined as from the beginning of the task until the first contouring interaction. The action phases could be defined mostly based on the contouring interactions. The evaluation phase was typically intertwined with the action phase, consisting of navigation and data manipulation interactions. In most cases, the task ended with a longer period of evaluation.
Each of the navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns could be associated with a task phase (familiarization, action, or evaluation) based on the primary interactions involved within it and the moment of occurrence in relation to the overall task progress. The duration, occurrence frequency, and slice change count of them were calculated when applicable. In addition, for the interaction sequence pattern, the ratio of the duration of the cognitive events to the duration of the physical events (CE/PE ratio) was calculated when possible (e.g., it was not possible to calculate when no duration was recorded for a physical event). Here the CE/PE ratio 0 indicates only physical events, ratio 1 indicates equal distribution between physical and cognitive events, and the higher the ratio is, the longer the duration of cognitive events is. It is worth mentioning that the CE/PE ratio is limited to the data that a software solution can capture. Thus, for the interactions based on individual mouse events (e.g., left mouse click), the physical events correspond to the speed of the system, rather than the speed of the overall (human) physical interaction time. Nevertheless, the CE/PE ratio gives a relative measure to compare interactions or patterns to each other for their cognitive engagement.
Results
The average task completion time was 11 min 26 s (Standard Deviation (SD) = 6 min 00 s). Among the total task completion time, the average duration of the familiarization phase was 2 min 6 s (SD = 51 s). The average duration of the action phase, which was calculated as the sum of contouring interactions, was 5 min 47 s (SD = 3 min 47 s). The rest of the time, on average 3 min 33 s (SD = 2 min 00 s), could be accounted for the evaluation phase. The most time consuming individual interactions were drawing (mean SRD 44.4%) and scrolling (mean SRD 39.3%). For the rest of the interactions, the SRD of each was 5% or less.
Based on the visualizations of the interaction sequence overview and the interactions on slices overview (Fig. 8 ) of each task, using the data analysis method described in Section 3.1.3, we were able to identify four types of navigation interactions and five types of interaction sequence patterns. Although several iterations were necessary for each case, we found that a high level of agreement between researchers can be achieved in the first iteration. For instance, in six typical cases where four physicians and three patient datasets were engaged, 529 occurrences of navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns were identified by two researchers in the first iteration. Among them, navigation interactions occurred 141 times (the Cohen's kappa between the results of the two researchers was 0.957, p < 0.001) and interaction sequence patterns occurred 388 times (the Cohen's kappa between two researchers was 0.785, p < 0.001). Regarding each of the six cases, the Cohen's kappa between two researchers was: 0.901 (p < 0.001), 0.891 (p < 0.001), 0.933 (p < 0.001), 0.837 (p < 0.001), 0.901 (p < 0.001) and 0.819 (p < 0.001). In the following Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, details of those identified navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns will be presented, respectively.
Navigation interactions
Navigation interactions (i.e., slice change interactions and scrolling interactions) were time-consuming interactions that represented the thought process of the physician in terms of the 3D navigation. While a single slice change consisted of two sequential events (i.e., navigate to a neighbor slice and perform cognitive actions), a scrolling interaction consisted of multiple navigationcognition cycles representing a more complex thought process. A single slice change interaction on average lasted for 1211 ms (millisecond, SD = 1093 ms). At the same time, during a scrolling interaction, the average visible time of a slice was 403 ms (SD = 259 ms) during familiarization and 739 ms (SD = 439 ms) during evaluation phase. At the same time, a scrolling interaction involved on average 14.3 slice changes, with a clear difference comparing to the familiarization and the evaluation phases -on average having 28.5 and 10.7 slice changes, respectively.
On the interaction log visualization graphs, it was observed that the physicians' scrolling behaviors varied during different moments of the task. For example, in the beginning of the task they tended to navigate through a wide range of slices, while between contouring interactions they typically navigated in the proximity of a few slices. In order to analyze the variations of different navigation behaviors in relation to the task phases, the navigation interactions were categorized based on the range of the slices they included: the single slice navigation involved only one slice change, the neighbor navigation involved up to five slices with maximum distance of two slices from the starting one, the region navigation involved up to ten slices, and the long navigation involved more than ten slices. These four types of navigation interactions occurred in total 361, 364, 309, and 278 times for the single slice, neighbor, region, and long navigation, respectively.
On average, the single slice navigation lasted for 1.2 s, the neighbor navigation for 2.8 s, the region navigation for 5.4 s, and the long navigation for 12.5 s. For these four types of navigation interactions, the average duration and the average visible time per slice were all less during the familiarization phase than the evaluation phase (Average duration: 1195 ms vs. 1212 ms, 1.7 s vs. 2.8 s, 4.2 s vs. 5.6 s, and 11.2 s vs. 13.7 s; Average visible time per slice: 1195 ms vs. 1212 ms, 651 ms vs. 902 ms, 559 ms vs. 672 ms, and 337 ms vs. 449 ms, for single slice, neighbor, region, and long navigation, respectively as Table 2 ). The long navigation represented rapid navigation through the datasets, during which one 2D image slice was visible on average 394 ms. Compared to the long navigation, the region navigation was slower in terms of the duration of slice being shown; the average time per slice was 656 ms. The neighbor navigation was mainly present during the evaluation phase (in total 9 occurrences during familiarization vs. 355 during evaluation). The neighbor navigation was slower than the region navigation as the average slice visible time was 240 ms longer. It can be assumed that the longer focusing time per slice indicated higher cognitive engagement of physicians. Same as the neighbor navigation, the single slice navigation was also mainly present during the evaluation phase (31 occurrences during familiarization vs. 330 during evaluation). We also found that generally the less the number of slices involved in a navigation interaction was, the longer the visible time per slice was. Thus, a navigation interaction that involved less slices can be seen cognitively more demanding.
In addition, for long, region and neighbor navigations, it was observed that in some situations they occurred only in one direction. Those single direction navigations could be related to two types of behaviors: jumping over some slices or a systematic evaluation. The first type, jumping over some slices, was encouraged by the presence of the contour interpolation interaction. The interpolation allowed the physicians to contour on a few slices, and then use the interpolation to automatically fill in the ''blank" slices. Thus, the ''jumping slices" behavior did not have strong relation to the sensemaking process, as it was an extension of a contouring strategy. On the other hand, the second behavior ''systematic evaluation" was a sensemaking-intense interaction sequence pattern, during which the consistency of contours in different slices could be evaluated in a continuous way. While engaged in systematic evaluation, physicians spent more time on each slice than they spent on ''jumping slices".
Interaction sequence patterns
Through the visual analysis of the interaction logs, five interaction sequence patterns were identified as listed in Table 3 . The descriptive statistics of each of the patterns was calculated in relation to the task phase. The mean time per slice (t.p.s.), and the mean slice change count could be calculated for the patterns that involved navigation on multiple slices. However, for the pattern scrolling which results in a single slice contouring, the mean t.p.s. was not calculated since it would not reflect the interactions correctly as the navigation interaction (involving multiple slices) preceded contouring interaction (involving only one slice). Table 2 The identified four types of navigation interactions; s = second, t.p.s = time per slice, ms = millisecond. The continuous zooming and panning pattern was not a frequently used pattern. In total it appeared 19 times during the familiarization phase and 9 times during the evaluation phase. The data layout change before active dataset change pattern appeared more often during the familiarization phase than during the evaluation phase (total 103 vs. 36). The software presented two datasets side by side in the beginning of the task, thus the high frequency of dataset changes could be associated with the needs of inspecting more datasets than what was suggested by the software. Scrolling on a new dataset indicated a shift of cognitive focus and also more frequently appeared during the familiarization than during the evaluation phase (total 148 vs. 82). All physicians were engaged in systematic contouring, which happened on average 10 times during the task with the average duration of 33.3 s. Both systematic contouring and scrolling which results in single slice contouring represented interaction sequence patterns that were divided between the action and the evaluation phases.
Types of Navigation interactions
The average occurrences of the different types of navigation interactions and the interaction sequence patterns were found to be around 87 per task. The identified five interaction sequence patterns covered on average 77% (SD = 7.9%) of the total task duration in the 24 cases as illustrated in Fig. 10 . By including all occurrences of the navigation interactions, the coverage approached 92% (SD = 5.5%). The navigation interactions, which were embedded within the interaction sequence pattern, were on average 27% (SD = 7%) of the total interaction time.
Sensemaking and design insights from the case study
The second step of our proposed approach is to analyze interactions, more specifically the navigation interactions and the interaction sequence patterns, from the perspective of the C-SM model. Each of the identified navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns involves sensemaking and software interactions to a certain extent. For example, using interaction sequence pattern dataset layout change before active dataset change to compare two images side by side for identifying data or frame gaps might include few software interactions (e.g., changing data layout)thus in the use of this interaction sequence pattern, one would be primarily involved in the sensemaking. Another type of interaction sequence pattern could be one that utilizes more heavily the motor skills (e.g., mouse movement, clicking), while cognition is engaged to the extent of deciding on the needed type of interactions and for judging if the goal was achieved, e.g., systematic contouring. Thus, identifying the type of the interaction sequence patterns enables identifying potential areas of improvements, for example, for efficiency and/or effectiveness. Table 4 presents an overview of the main inferred sensemaking activities and design Table 3 Overview of the identified interaction sequence patterns; s = second, t.p.s. = time per slice, ms = millisecond, CE/PE ratio = cognitive event to physical event ratio. insights in relation to the task phases and the identified navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns. This was achieved by positioning each of the navigation interactions and interaction patterns within the C-SM model to gain insights about the sensemaking process (Section 4.1) and to generate requirements for the interaction design (Section 4.2).
Sensemaking insights
In this section, we attempt to bring connections among the sensemaking activities (as shown in Fig. 6 ), the types of navigation interactions and the identified interaction sequence patterns. These conclusions are reached based on knowledge of the context, the software prototype and the meaning of each type of interaction.
Familiarization phase
Throughout the familiarization phase, we observed that physicians navigated through a number of datasets. The software prototype could display eight available image datasets in various grid layouts. Physicians typically selected two or three datasets to be displayed at once, but there were also physicians who preferred to work with only one dataset, or all eight datasets. Change of the datasets presented on the GUI influenced the sensemaking process, thus the pattern dataset layout change before active dataset change was one of the indicators of a data or frame gap. The pattern scrolling on a new dataset indicated a shift of focus of the dataset physician primarily used, thus it indicated that a data/frame gap was found and the frame building process was occurring. It was also found that the dataset layout change before active dataset change frequently preceded the scrolling on a new dataset, which indicated presence of a gap -the dataset physician needed was not available on the GUI. For example, the physician wanted to see the datasets acquired prior to the surgical intervention to be able to understand where the tumor was before, then he/she compared the acquired information to how it is now for building a hypothesis on the probable extent of the tumor.
The primary type of scrolling during the familiarization phase was the long navigation, which occurred approximately five times per case. On average, each long navigation led to 36.9 slice changes, during which each slice was visible for 337 ms on average. The long navigation during familiarizations enabled browsing through the data and initializing the initial tumor frame. Based on the nature of the long navigation (rapid exploration of above average number of slices), it can be assumed that it represented the sensemaking activity exploratory information seeking, both for data and frame seeking, resulting in identifying gaps and updating frames (knowledge update) and/or data (data presentation change).
The continuous zooming and panning pattern indicated iteratively changing the zooming level and re-positioning (i.e., panning) the 2D image in a preferred way. Increasing the zoom level enabled the physicians to focus on a specific region and to engage in the Data gap = there is not enough information from data. Frame gap = there is not enough knowledge or the mental model is still incomplete.
focused information seeking process. However, it could be assumed that the zoom interaction, immediately followed by the panning interaction, indicated that the zooming functionality on its own was not optimized to the physician' expectations. At the same time, a reduced zoom level could allow the physician have a holistic view of the anatomy (e.g., symmetry between right and left side). As a data manipulation pattern, it influences the sensemaking (new presentation of the data needs to be fitted with the frame) and may result in updating the frame.
Action phase
The intent for performing the contouring interaction (e.g., preparing output) could be seen as an outcome of the sensemaking. While there was a clearly observable transition between the familiarization and the action phases, the transitions between the action and the evaluation phases were fuzzy and more frequent. As a result, physicians had typically more than one contouring episode (i.e., continuous contouring interactions) during the GTV contouring.
The contouring process within a slice consisted of an initial contour creation, (optional) immediate corrections, and (optional) later stage corrections. After the initial contour was created within a slice, two types of immediate corrections could follow: correction for mouse inaccuracy, or for matching the initial frame with the contour. For instance, in a line-tracing task it was shown that the mean error with a mouse was 5.8 pixels [40] . Later stage corrections took place after the physician had obtained additional information (i.e., after updating the specific frame), often after exploring neighboring slices (i.e., neighbor navigation).
Depending on the personal preferences, the specific contouring intention, and the available data, the physicians engaged in different contouring strategies (result from the task analysis activity). All physicians were engaged in systematic contouring to some extent. Some physicians took a ''precise" contouring strategy -they focused on creating a precise contour within a slice before moving to the next slice and often did not make any later stage corrections (see the example in Fig. 8 ). Others who preferred a ''rough" contouring strategy, often created a rough initial contour first and corrected it later. In some cases, neither of these approaches was followed. When the physician was following one of these two strategies, there were fewer but longer systematic contouring patterns during the case. At the same time, more frequent occurrences of the scrolling which results in a single slice contouring pattern indicated the tendency towards a ''rough" strategy or no clear strategy.
The scrolling which results in a single slice contouring pattern appeared more frequently during the second half of the task. This pattern was potentially an indicator of the gap seeking activity. The scrolling portion of this pattern was part of the evaluation phase, while the contouring part was within the action phase. The physician was evaluating the results by scrolling through the data. Once there was a discrepancy identified between the frame and the data, the physician made a correction on the contour. When the correction was done, the physician continued with navigating through the rest of the data.
Evaluation phase
During the evaluation phase, the long navigation may be associated with the focused information seeking activity. For instance, when the physician's objective was to evaluate the completeness of the contours in 3D, he/she tended to focus on specific areas of the contour. Similarly, the region navigation may have represented the focused information seeking activity as well. In this type of navigation interactions, the physician focused on a range of slices, with the aim of evaluating the morphology of the tissue against the contour in order to determine whether there were data or frame gaps. Sometimes physicians initiated the scrolling on a new dataset pattern if the current modality could not offer enough information, and thus the active dataset was changed to the desired modality.
Once a gap was identified, patterns such as scrolling which results in single slice contouring or systematic contouring were performed to bridge that gap. The neighbor navigation occurred typically during systematic contouring. Different types of neighbor navigations were observed. Examples of them were: viewing one neighboring slice, viewing both neighboring slices, viewing one neighbor and continuing to the other, or viewing a distant neighbor and returning as illustrated in Fig. 11 .
Viewing neighboring slice(s) allowed the physician to re-frame through the visual comparison of the current contour with the neighboring contours/images. It enabled the physician to build a detailed frame of the morphology of tissues within a narrow region and thus helped him/her to gain a better understanding of the tissue dynamics. The two distinct types of comparisons were: (1) comparison of neighboring contour(s); and (2) comparison of neighboring 2D image slice(s). Comparing contours allowed the physician to (re-)evaluate a prior decision, and to determine whether to follow the same principle or modify the contour on the previous slice(s). Comparing 2D images allowed physicians to fill their data gaps, for example, when information in current slice was not definitive, but based on information in neighboring slices, a more concrete assumption could be made. The perceived and projected data was then fitted into the frame, resulting in an updated frame.
Design insights
Insights of the sensemaking process help designers identify opportunities for possible improvements to increase the sensemaking support in software design. In this section, we first elaborate on how to utilize the C-SM model to generate design insights. Using this method, we summarize the design suggestions obtained from the case study.
Using the C-SM model to generate design insights
The main focus of using the C-SM model for generating design insights is to make the design more effective and efficient regarding the sensemaking process. Here effective sensemaking means that one is able to identify the right frame(s), and the corresponding gaps between the data and those frames. Improving effectiveness means supporting the framing loops while enabling the right software interactions. Efficient sensemaking, similarly to efficient use of software, means that the goal is reached with least effort and time.
Those primary indicators contain the duration, frequency, and distribution between the underlying physical and cognitive events of the involved interactions. For instance, long-durational interaction sequence patterns involving intense user interactions could be associated with decreased efficiency and increased physical workload. Numerous loops of the same type of interactions could indicate ineffective design and/or lacking data presentation, which demand frequent sensemaking-interaction loops in addition to potential inefficient interaction issues. Interaction sequence patterns with lower cognitive involvements result in short interaction loops consisting of mostly physical events. Improving or eliminating (i.e., automation) these types of interactions can be considered for improving the efficiency. Interactions involving higher levels of cognition are more suitable subjects for effectiveness improvements.
While the duration and frequency of interactions are easily measurable, the level of cognitive involvement is difficult to quantify. We propose to use the CE/PE ratio (as seen in Table 3 ) as an indicator of the cognitive involvement during interaction sequence patterns. The CE/PE ratio compares the cognitive involvement to physical activities in different types of interactions (patterns), thus enables building assumptions on which types of interactions (navigation interactions or interaction sequence patterns) are more cognitively demanding.
Design insights from the case study
The identified four types of navigation interactions and five types of interaction sequence patterns were positioned within the C-SM model according to the types of interactions they included and during which phase they occurred. Then, each of them was analyzed regarding the task phase and the involved sensemaking activities. Example questions that were asked during this analysis were: ''What kind of data-frame gaps are present?"; ''Which sensemaking activities may enable the physician to identify the gaps?" and ''How could (other) interactions, or different GUI elements, support bridging the gap?". Based on the analysis of each pattern in relation to the sensemaking process, the key design requirements for supporting sensemaking are generated. Table 5 highlights the primary indicators for sensemaking support improvements and their types. The main design requirements for supporting sensemaking can be categorized to the following five areas: (1) to enable effective initial frame development, e.g., support identifying the relevant datasets for inspection; (2) to support intuitive navigation within and between datasets, e.g., support exploring datasets while reducing interactions, allow the user to quickly shift among datasets; (3) to support detecting regions of interests; (4) to enable additional methods for contour evaluation e.g., 3D evaluation, neighbor comparison and (5) to improve the general efficiency by reducing time and physical efforts. Those requirements are summarized as the final column in Table 4 , corresponding to the sensemaking activities which they support, respectively.
Using those design requirements, we are able to propose possible improvements to support sensemaking in the software design. For instance, the long navigation during familiarization phase is about building an initial frame, which bridges the gap between the previously unknown data and the general tumor frame. This is achieved through exploratory information seeking. This information seeking was supported by navigation interactions within the study prototype. As an alternative, an ''autoplay" function could be designed for exploratory information seeking that is already optimized in terms of data range involved and the speed of slice changes. Furthermore, since we observed oscillating scrolling behavior during the long navigation before physicians focused on a slice, the ''autoplay" function could simulate this as well. However, fully automating this type of scrolling might restrict the needed interactions of the physician, thus the ''autoplay" function could be triggered by the physician after opening the patient dataset, while still allowing manual interaction afterwards.
Some requirements were identified from multiple patterns, for example, the requirement ''Support identifying regions for correction". The design improvements for this requirement can be providing medical knowledge and/or possible technical supports. From the medical perspective, improving the interface design to incorporate medical knowledge of what regions should (or should not) be included within the GTV contour may guide physicians in the process. A simple solution could be presenting a checklist, which the physician has to revise prior to completing the task. However, such solution may decrease the overall efficiency. From the technical perspective, a more complex solution could be achieved by embedding medical knowledge in computational algorithms to provide immediate feedback. For instance, developing a function that is able to evaluate the 3D consistency of the shape by comparing a 2D contour to other contours on the neighboring slices.
Discussion
The case study
Analyzing interaction logs in order to comprehend the underlying reasoning is a growing field of interest. Through examining the interactions, it is possible to identify 60-79% of strategies/methods [37] . We limited our research to analyzing interactions based on the visual inspection of the software interaction timelines. In our case study, with the limited number of cases and interactions, visual inspection was found sufficient and we were able to identify five main interaction sequence patterns covering on average 77% of the overall task duration. In combination with the different types of navigation interactions, the coverage reached 92%. Meanwhile, automated pattern mining solutions could give additional benefits when the sample size is larger. Compared to field studies, the pattern mining approach has limited effects in identifying usability issues [41] . However, we have shown that identifying patterns is beneficial for generating deep insights on how a software solution is used and about the underlying sensemaking process.
Within our study the aim was to identify main navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns and infer their possible relations to sensemaking activities. More detailed interaction sequence patterns could be developed (e.g., depending on the case/tumor size) to enable even more in-depth analysis. At the same time, it is important to acknowledge that the types of navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns strongly depend on the task and the context, thus context specific pattern rules are often needed.
In a non-computer aided solution, the contouring task requires the physician to draw the visually seen borders on the 2D images slice by slice. Such approach is time consuming, and thus research on semi-automatic and fully automatic segmentation of the tumor is being conducted and some promising results have been achieved. However, a general conclusion on their accuracies is difficult to make, as they have been evaluated on individual cases [42] . Furthermore, most of those algorithms still require human involvement [43] . With the development of automatic segmentation algorithms, it can be foreseen that the GTV contouring task will gradually change to be a task of evaluating and correcting the outcome from computational results (contours). As such, it is crucial to increase the support for sensemaking regarding comprehending the generated initial contours, identifying regions for correction and enabling new ways for evaluating the contours. Furthermore, intelligent tools for contour corrections will be needed. For example computer-aided contouring tools, that perform immediate adjustments to the drawn contours based on the information available on the medical image(s) have shown promise in decreasing the overall interaction time [44] . Although computational algorithms seem promising, in our case study, we were able to bring out that drawing interactions are only a part of the overall process (on average accounting for 45% of the total interaction time). The efforts of developing computational algorithms for generating contours [45] as such, can only automate part of the overall task. Therefore, for a better software design, more efforts are needed to support all phases of the task, by integrating computational algorithms as well as supporting the sensemaking process.
The two-step approach
We proposed a two-step approach for incorporating sensemaking in order to identify additional design inputs. The first step was to model the sensemaking in context, where the C-SM model was developed based on the generalized sensemaking model and by incorporating the knowledge of the task phases and the needed software interactions. However, in reality, sensemaking is a complex phenomenon and an in-depth understanding of the details of the sensemaking process are required in order to contextualize the sensemaking process. Thus, our proposed approach is to be seen as a supporting tool that enables designers to connect the software interactions with a sensemaking theory during the design process, but not as a replacement of existing sensemaking theories. It is worthwhile to mention that besides literature research, we used observational research to acquire contextual knowledge. Though considerable time and efforts were spent on the research, it offered rich contextual information and made the task tangible to the HIS designer. In HIS design, many tasks are in very specific contexts and highly complicated. Though expensive, we recommend HIS designers using observational research to get acquainted with the context and generate a qualitative description.
The second step of our approach is to analyze the software interactions through the C-SM model. We suggest analyzing types of navigation interaction and interaction sequence patterns instead of individual interactions. Compared to an individual interaction, a pattern represents a significant software use behavior, thus incorporates more high-level and contextual information. Furthermore, navigation interactions and interaction sequence patterns not only give valuable insights of the sensemaking activities, but also enable identifying shifts between task phases.
Though our approach is only demonstrated on a case study of tumor contouring, it could be applied in other data-driven sensemaking contexts as well. First, the modeling step could be adapted to different contexts. For developing the C-SM model, the generalized sensemaking model is sufficient as it is not related to one specific context or sensemaking theory. During data-driven sensemaking, both data and frame(s) are present, where the frames represent the sensemaker's knowledge and experiences of the task and the context. The identified three primary phases of the tumor contouring task could also be generalized as the exploration phase, the action phase, and the verification phase, thus representing the main phases of any problem solving (the action phase is implicit) [46] . Last, our C-SM model incorporated software interactions relevant for the case study. It is able to associate detailed interactions with sensemaking activities and thus reveal sensemaking activities in an objective manner. Given a different task and its context, by applying the proposed approach, an adapted C-SM model incorporating the relevant software interactions can be developed.
Limitations
Within our observational research and case studies, no verbal (e.g., think aloud) protocols were used. Such methods could bring valuable insights and could allow better connection building between user interaction with the software and the sensemaking process. It is expected that a (retrospective) think aloud study could be beneficial in similar cases [47] .
In the analysis of interaction, currently we use the CE/PE ratio as an indicator regarding cognitive involvement during interaction sequence patterns. Though effective, it only can describe the cognitive activities as a whole. An in-depth analysis of those cognitive involvements may reveal more details of the sensemaking process and activities. As part of the future work, we plan to introduce eyetracking in the experiment in order to discover more details in the sensemaking process.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a two-step approach for incorporating sensemaking into HIS software design in order to generate design insights. The first step, modeling sensemaking in context, enables designers to describe the position of sensemaking within a task process in relation to the GUI and interactions between the user and the software solution. The second step, in-depth analysis of software interactions (patterns) in relation to the C-SM model enables designers to identify possible improvements of detail interactions regarding both effectiveness and efficiency, which can be highlighted as new design requirements to support sensemaking.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this two-step approach, we conducted a case study of the tumor contouring task for radiotherapy planning. Within the C-SM model of this task, we described: (1) the three main phases of the task: familiarization, action and evaluation; and (2) sensemaking in relation to the primary software interactions, e.g., navigation, data manipulation, contouring, etc. Through the analysis of the interaction logs of twenty-four cases, we identified four types of navigation interactions and five interaction sequence patterns. Based on the analysis of each navigation interaction and interaction sequence pattern, we discovered five main areas of improvements that may increase the support of sensemaking in the process: (1) to enable effective initial frame development; (2) to support intuitive navigation within and between datasets; (3) to support detecting regions of interests; (4) to enable additional methods for contour evaluation and (5) to improve the general efficiency by reducing time and physical efforts. Based on the outcomes of the case study, it is concluded that the proposed two-step approach has proved to be beneficial for gaining detailed insights of the sensemaking process and deriving design requirements that support sensemaking.
